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To cafe or not to cafe?
That is the question

TRENT LOTT
SET TO RESIGN
Senator Trent Lott set to resign in
January after 35 years in Congress,
rules out health concerns. PAGE 3

MIDDLE EAST
PEACE REVISITED

The campus cuisine debate continues...

Middle East peace talks resume
once again between Israel and

RENTING
VS. BUYING
Should students consider home
ownership over leasing in the
coming years? PAGE 4

In today's day and age people
don'tvalue relationships the way
they used to. PAGE 5

4 YEARS LATER,
KEYS IS BACK
Alicia Keys returns after four year
layoff with her new album "As
I
Am" and hit song "No One". PAGE 6

PHOTO BY LEROY MIKELL • THE A&T REGISTER
HITTING THE BOOKS: It's crunch time at A&T as the end of thesemester approaches and Aggies hitthebooks to get ready for final exams.

CRUNCH TIME!
Aggies get ready final exam season
BY JERELL RENAUD
CONTRIBUTOR

what my strong points are and

as long as I don't rush I'm

good," he said.

REDSKINS TAYLOR
DEAD AT AGE 24
Washington Redskins safety Sean
Taylor diesafter suffering a gunshot wound on Monday. PAGE 7

Flashcards, study groups
and critical reading are all part
of the typical A&T student's
preparation kit for taking a final exam. .
Throughout the school year,
students have to take tests,
quizzes and midterms. At the
end ofthe year, professors will
typically give final exams that
consists of a combination of
all of the tests throughout the
semester.

yriifrjfifciii

cafe and not eat, so I just go
to the Union. It's closer to my
dorm anyway."
The aroma of yesterday's
The way that students' classlunch meat and overcooked es are designed freshman year,
hamburger beefs fills the noses it is difficult to make it to the
ofhungry students.
cafeteria for three meals each
As university demands empday. The downside to this is that
ty the pockets of students, they first year.
On-campus students are rehave no choice but to eat what
the university cafeteria serves quired to have the most expenthem.
sive meal plan (Plan A), which
Williams Cafeteria, run by consists of 19 meals per week
Sodexho® Dining Services, with $50 flex dollars. The flex
serves as the dining room for dollars, which allow students to
student who have chosen A&T dine at the campus restuarants,
as their home away from home. are generally used quickly.
Unused flex dollars cannot
Although many feel dining
servies does a wonderful job of be transferred over the followproviding healthy meals for stuing semester. The only way that
dents, others feel that the food a student will have not wasted
is no comparison to "momma's money is if they attend breakfast, lunch, dinner and brunch
home cooking."
"The food does not look apeveryday for a whole semester.
Some upperclassmen and
pealing at all," said sophomore
alumni feel that the "cafe" has
Tricha Hardy.
"They make weird concoctions. It is a waste to go to the
SEE CAFE ON PAGE 2
BY KEISHA THOMAS
CONTRIBUTORS

Palestine. PAGE 3

OVERCOMING
SELF-DOUBT

VOLUME LXXXI, NO. 13

Devon M. Privette, an accounting major from Durham,
says prayers, note cards and
hoing to professors for extra
help is how she prepared herselffor final exams in the past.
Not all students choose the
same route. Terrence Atkinson,
a criminal justice major from
Raleigh says, "I just relax and
have fun."

Atkinson says he typically
does well on exams. "I know

The number ofcredit hours
a student takes in one semester
can make it seem slighty more
difficult, and the more tests
and quizzes a student has may
result in having a bigger final

What is your
pre-exam ritual?
Let us know!
ncatregister.com

exam.

Privette has five finals to
take this semester and she said
preparing for them is no joke.
"In some classes, I make note
cards, others I strictly read and
answer all of the problems in
the book; I do whatever ittakes
to pass," she said.
Sanetra Bailey, a computer
engineering major from Kansas City, Mo., said that she
studies anytime after 10 p.m.
and no later than 1 a.m.
The late-night studying and
group cram sessions are not
only for one class, they are
usually all classes.
Some teachers realize that
students have other classes to

study for, but they also let it be
known that this is college, and
as students, they must learn
how to get their work done
successfully.
"When you have a professor who has a Ph.D., it's like
they expect more from you
and throw more work on you
and expect you to deal with it,"
said Atkinson. "The attitude
that the professor has can harm
a student rather than help."
The university has offered
supplemental instructors to students who need help. S.I.'s are
great around exam time, especially since the university pays
for the service, says Bailey.

PHOTO BY MICHAELSIMMONS
COACH PATRICIA CAGE-BIBBS Is lifted by her players after winning her400th game as a head
coach.The Lady Aggies won theUNCGTournament last weekend.MOREON PAGE 7.

Sebastian urges students to be safe
Expert speaks on
money management around alcohol over Winter Break
BY MICHAEL J. McCRAY
EDITOR IN CHIEF

A single file line of nearly

one hundred wrapped around
the outside of Webb Hall Auditorium Nov. 14 as students waited to get into Omega Psi Phi's
Money Management seminar.
The keynote speaker of the
program was Stafford Brown,
an actuary at North Carolina
Mutual and member of the fraternity's Epsilon Psi chapter

Campus News,
National News.
Business.
Opinion
Arts & Life.
Sports

(Florida A&M).
Brown's speech
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centered
around finances but also stressed
finding your personal passion
and making a positive impact
in your community. "The goal
of money is to make it grow,"
said Brown. "Money without
purpose leads to robbing the
bank."

Brown talked about how
corporations invest in ideas and
investment oftime and talent as
being just as valuable.
"Money is worthless if it
can't be exchanged for something, it gives you power and
with enough money people will
listen," said Brown.
He also believes that money
should be taken and used wisely.
"Take it, use it, apply it or give
it back," he said.
"Money should be used to
make a difference or change
lives, if it doesn't make a difference, it's useless. Make a
contribution to your company,

community or country."

A question and answer session followed his speech. Students asked a variety of quesSEE MONEYON PAGE 2

BY STACIE BAILEY
REGISTER INTERN

Safety and health are yearround issues, especially during
the holidays. As aresult, Health
"Educator Kaye Ziglar and the
staff at Sebastian Health Centerwant to make sure that everyone returns safely for the
spring semester.
The holidays can be a time
of both stress and cheer. Regardless of your mood, safety
is a must. The time between
Thanksgiving and New Year's
is the most dangerous time on
the roads due to the increased
number of people celebrating
and the risk of over-drinking.
Up to 40 percent of holiday fatalities involve alcohol.
Ziglar gives some tips on how
to stay safe and avoid alcohol-

related accidents during the
upcoming holidays.
If you are the host of a party, be sure to prepare plenty
of food to prevent your guests
from drinking alcohol on an
empty stomach. She also suggests that if you're serving an
alcoholic punch, use a noncarbonated base like fruitjuice.
Sodas, which contain carbonation, cause alcohol to absorb
faster.

When your company leaves,
pay attention to who's driving,
you could be held responsible

if your guests are involved in
an alcohol-related crash after
leaving your party. To prevent
alcohol-related issues, know
the age of all yout guests and
always provide non-alcoholic beverages as an alternate
choice.

As a guest at a party, never drink alcohol on an empty

stomach and always secure a

designated driver.
If alcohol has been an issue

in the past and is something
that you need to avoid, stay
busy and choose drinks that are
non-alcoholic. Keep your drink
with you at all times. If you
should happen to leave it somewhere, discard it when you return. To prevent the spread of
germs, wash your hands before
eating or touching your face
and be mindful of contact with
others. Germs are easily spread
in large, close-knit crowds.
"Make it a safe and happy holiday," says Ziglar.
The Sebastian Health Center is sponsoring an upcoming
SEEALCOHOL ON PAGE 2
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Campus health center warns students to
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be cautious with alcohol use over break REGISTER
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ALCOHOL From page 1

Aggies in China Info Session

Merrick HailAuditorium
2 p.m.

Tuition and Fee Hearing and Forum

Memorial Student Union
StallingsBallroom
5 p.m.
Open Mic Night

Webb Hall Auditorium
7 p.m., Free
Video Games, Spades and Pool Night

Aggie Underground (Memorial
Student Union Basement)
8 p.m., Free
Hip Hop vs. A&T

Memorial Stadium Union
Stallings Ballroom
8 p.m.

THURSDAY
Fall Lecture Series: Steve Crump
Crosby 215
6 p.m., Free
World AIDS Day Benefit Conceit

MemorialStadium Union
Exhibit Hall
7p.m., $2 for A&T students

FRIDAY

Class Portraits: Underclassmen
Reshoots for Seniors
MemorialStadium Union
Room 005
9 p.m. 6 p.m.

event called "Have a Sober Drink On
Us." This is an annual event where
hot apple cider will be served and flu
shots will be given by the flu clinic
in Stallings Ballroom. The event will
take place on Monday, Dec. 3 from
11 a.m. 2 p.m. in front ofthe mural
in the Union. The flu shot is free for
studentsand is being provided due to
popular demand and the overwhelming turnout to the prior event held

-

Nov. 15
Ziglar advises everyone to "take
care of [themselves] mentally and
physically." Wear warm clothes,
practice safe sex and, in general, "be

to overeat and practice healthy eating
habits.
The Health Educators of A&T
are hoping to continue an organization called Student Health Advisors
kind to ourselves."
Council (SHAC). They are looking
She realizes that the holiday sea- for students of any major who are
son may not be merry for everyone, interested in advocating educationbut it's important not to be hard on al services provided by the Health
yourself. She quotes Director of Center. If you are interested contact,
University Counseling Services, Dr. Kaye Ziglar can be reached at the SeVivian Barnette, in saying, "Make bastian Health Center as well as by
an effort to have an attitude of gratiphone (336) 334-7880 or e-mail her
tude." In addition, make an effort not skziglar@ncat. edit.

After the all this time, the cafe debate continues
CAFE From page 1
change over time.
Senior music education major
Donte Robinson says the cafeteria
food was better years ago before they
went under new management.
"The food tasted much better,"
said Robinson. "I guess the chefs
invested more time in cooking the
food, now you can actually taste the
lack of preparation."
A&T students, as well as college
students across the nation, seem to
prefer to spend money eating at plac-

es other than the school cafeteria.
The eateries in Aggie Sit-In in the
Student Union as well as the venues
on the lower level ofWilliams Cafeteria are filled with daily with students who would rather pay cash of
use their AggieOne cards to pay for
food from the locations on campus.
"I really like the fact that the retail
places have a variety for everyone,"
said junior Jonathan Brown.
"I just hope they will eventually
add another food vendor and possibly lower the prices a bit."
Brown also said that students
don't get enough flex dollars and

many of them get hungry when the
cafe is closed, so they end up spending all their flex dollars early.
Though there are complaints of
food quality, many students feel that
the cafeteria isn't as bad as people
make it out to be.
"Overall, to me, the food is good,"
said freshman Thomas Hunter.
"Itjustseems like at timesthe food
is better than others, maybe because
some event may be going on and
they are trying to persuade people
to come to A&T by their stomachs.
During orientation the food was off
the chain!"

MONEY From page 1

your shoulder and never give it up."

-

EA Sports Night

McNairAuditorium and various
other McNair Hall locations
8 p.m., Free

SATURDAY

WinterWishes In AggieLand
MemorialStadium Union
StallingsBallroom
2 p.m., Free
African Culture Fest

MemorialStadium Union
ExhibitHall
6 p.m., $5 for A&T students

<
Get your events
placed over here by
sending your organization's
events calendar here...

register®
ncat.edu

Brown cited three distinct chang-

tions about money. From managing
stocks and investment ideas to financial planning, maintaining a budget
and discussion of interest rates on
student loans.
Later questions got more personal as students asked about going
from an HBCU to corporate America
and what to do when your passions

change.
"I believe an HBCU education
stands up next to any education,"
said Brown."Go in with a chip on

es in his passion. His first goal was

to be mathematical statistician, then
an actuary and finally a president (of
a company).
Brown, who is also the treasurer

of North Carolina Central's Board
ofDirectors, was still energetic after
the seminar was over. "It's exciting...
anytime I can give back to my bruhs,
especially my younger bruhs, it's an
honor.

The event kicked off Omega Psi
Phi's founder's week which ran from
Nov. 14 through Nov. 17th
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SUNDAY
TheatreArts Program
Presents: Black Nativity

IS | LEROY MIKELL

Harrison Auditorium

3p.m. and 8 p.m., Free with Aggie One

MONDAY

University Choir (Featuring Chancellor
Stanley Battle) Holiday Concert

HarrisonAuditorium
4 p.m., Free

TUESDAY
History Scholars Annual
Senior Seminar Symposium

L
G

337 Gibbs Hall
4 p.m., Free

$9.99

JazzEnsemble Concert
Harrison Auditorium
7 p.m., Free amd open to the public

0FFTHE
WEDNESDAY
Triad Salsa: Latin Night at The 411
411 N. Cherry St.

Winston-Salem, NC
8:15 p.m., $3/Women, $5/Men

THURSDAY
Thursday Night Run

Off N' Running
2014 Pisgah Church Rd.
6:15 p.m., Free

FRIDAY
Festival of Lights

Downtown Greensboro
Elm Street between Market,
Greene, and Lee Streets
6 p.m., Free

iATURDAY

A LOSS FELT EVERYWHERE Washington Redskins safety Sean Taylor, died in the hospital after being shot by an intruderearlierthis week.
Aggies from theD.C area, likefreshman Anthony Patterson, are IN FOCUS and showing their support forTaylor's relatives, closefriendsand
teammates. Taylor was only 24 years old.

CAMPUS POLICE BLOTTER

Center

Robbery

11/20/2007,10:30p.m., Hodgin Hall
A mate studentreported thathe was assaultedand robbed at gunpoint. The victimreported thattherobbery originally happened
on 11/19/2007. The victimreported thattextbooks were the only items taken. The estimated totalloss is $60. There were minor
injuries, but victimrefused EMS. There are no witnesses or suspects at this time. There is furtherinformation.

Larceny
11/20/2007,10:30 p.m., Student Union
A food contractorsupervisor reported that employees were stealing food. The employees were terminated. The supervisor did
not want to seekcriminal charges, stating that termination was sufficient. There is witness and suspect information.

Larceny

Triad Project 16th Annual
Winter Walk forAIDS
War Memorial Stadium

11/19/2007,3:00 p.m, Corbett Sports Center
A male student reported that someone had stolenhis laptop computer and equipment. The estimatedtotalloss is $1570. The
items were left unsecured on 11/18/2007. There are no witnesses or suspects at thistime. Thereis furtherinformation.

12:30p.m. Free

Drug Violation

(Next toRiverwalk)

SUNDAY
UNCGSchool of Music:
Holiday Choral Concert
First Presbyterian Church
617 N. Elm St
5 p.m., Free

MONDAY
Fantastic Power Trio!

The Blind Tiger
2115 Walker Ave.
10 p.m.

TUESDAY
WinterShow
Green Hill Centerfor North CarolinaArt
200 N. Davie Street

Close to campus!
709 East Market Street
Suite 200B
Greensboro, NC 27401
David Gibson, DC
1994, Chiropractic Graduate, Dallas, Texas
1986, The Ohio State University, BS Mechanical

Engineering
Author, Lecturer, Health Care Practitioner
Same Day Appointments

11/19/2007,7:30p.m., Curtis Hall
A universitypolice officerreported findinga male student with theodorof burnt marijuana on his person. There were no criminal
charges. The matter was referredto StudentAffairs andStudent Housing. There is suspect information.
Harassing Calls
11/19/2007,8:30 p.m., Morrow Hall
A male student reported that someone damaged his vehicle. The estimated damage is $200. There are no known witnesses or
suspects at thistime. The case willremain open for furtherinvestigation.

Vandalism
11/24/2007,5:15p.m., Aggie Terrace
A male student reported that someone damaged his vehicle. The estimated damage is $200. There are no known witnesses or
suspects at this time. The case willremain open for further investigation

In Danger? Call Campus Police
(336) 334-7675

Gibson Chiropractic
Accident & Injury

—

Compiled by Tiffany Adams

Office Shuttle Transportation Available
No Auto Injury Payments Expected Until Final
Settlement

Attorney Liens Accepted
Appointments available before class, between
classes, after classes
336-274-2520

Auto Accident Injuries, Work Injuries,
Headaches, Neck Pain, Back Pain, Shoulder
Pain, Numbness, Tingling, Disc Injuries
Don't Wait and Suffer in Pain.
Call 336-274-2520 to schedule an appointment
today.
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Mideast peace talks resume
BY MATTHEW LEE

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

—

ANNAPOLIS, Md. (AP)
Israeli
and Palestinian leaders agreed
Tuesday to immediately resume
long-stalled talks toward a deal
by the end of next year that
would create an independent
Palestinian state, using a U.S.hosted Mideast peace conference to launch their first negotiations in seven years.
In a joint statement read by
President Bush, Israeli Prime

Minister Ehud Olmert and Pal"Weagree to engage in vigorestinian President Mahmoud ous, ongoing and continuous neAbbas pledged to start discusgotiations and shall make every
sions on the core issues ofthe effort to conclude an agreement
conflict next month and acceptbefore the end of2008," said the
edthe United States as arbiter of document, which was reached
interim steps.
after weeks ofintense diploma"We agree to immediately cy and was uncertain until just
launch good-faith bilateral nebeforeBush announced it.
The conference at the U.S.
gotiations in order to conclude
a peace treaty resolving all out- Naval Academy has been greetstanding issues, including all ed by heavy skepticism, with
core issues without exception, many questioning its timing and
as specified in previous agreeprospects for success, especially
ments," it said.
given the weaknesses of Olmert

and Abbas, whose leadership is
challenged by Hamas.
And the task is complicated
by Arab pressure to resolve other long simmering disputes Israel has with Syria and Lebanon.
Saudi Foreign Minister
Prince Saud al-Faisal, in his remarks to the conference, called
for the earliest possible resumption of talks with Lebanon and
Syria, which wants the return of
the Golan Heights, land seized
by Israel during the 1967 war.
"We have come to support

the launching of serious and
continuing talks between the
Palestinians and the Israelis
that will address all the core
and final status issues," he said.
"These talks must be followed
by the launching of the Syrian
and Lebanese tracks at the earliest."
Bush, in a separate speech,
defended the decision to hold
the conference, saying it was
the right time to launch peace
talks and urged representatives
to support the effort.

Cheney back at work after Red Cross chief
shock resets heart rhythm quits job over
BY TERENCE HUNT
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

—

WASHINGTON (AP)
Vice
President Dick Cheney was
back at work Tuesday after
doctors administered an electrical shock to his heart and
restored it to a normal rhythm
after he experienced an irregular heartbeat.
"He feels fine. He is not in
any pain," said press secretary
Megan Mitchell. Cheney was
in his office by 7:15 a.m. and
met with President Bush. He
planned other meetings during
the day and was to meet Tuesday evening with Israeli Prime
Minister Ehud Olmert.
Cheney, 66, has a history of
heart problems including four
heart attacks, quadruple bypass
surgery, two artery-clearing angioplasties and an operation to
implant a defibrillator six years
ago. In July he had surgery to
replace the defibrillator which
monitors his heartbeat.

He was sedated at George
Washington University Hospital on Monday night to allow
doctors to administer an electrical impulse to his heart.
The irregular heartbeat was
determined to be atrial fibrillation, an abnormal rhythm involving the upper chambers of
the heart.
"Atrial fibrillation is extremely common," said Dr.
Zayd Eldadah, an electrophysiologist and director of cardiac
arrhythmia research at Washington Hospital Center. "The
way to get rid ofitright away
is to do what he did today. This
is standard practice, low risk,
easy to do."
He said Cheney's underlying heart problems were probably a factor in his atrial fibrillation. Aging is a common
factor, too.
"He'll probably have other
episodes," said Eldadah, who
was not involved in Cheney's
care. "Atrial fibrillation in and

Mm

ofitself is not threatening. The
problem is that ithas long term
consequences. It increases the
risk of stroke." He said Cheney
probably would be put on the
mostpotent blood thinner.
About 2.8 million Americans have atrial fibrillation,
the most common type of irregular heartbeat, and cases are
increasing as the population
ages.

The condition occurs when
the heart's top chambers, called
the atria, get out of sync with
the bottom chambers' pumping

action.

It is not immediately lifethreatening, andthe heart sometimes gets back into rhythm on
its own. Many times, patients
aren't aware of an episode of
atrial fibrillation.

But if the irregular heartbeat continues, it eventually
can cause a life-threatening
complication — the formation
ofblood clots that can shoot to
the brain and cause a stroke.

2101 Pyramids Village Blvd. Suite 106
Greensboro, NC 27405
(336) 375 7008 (P) (336) 375-7055 (F)
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Do youneed to get fresh for fall season?
M Chosen Image, you can choose from a
s
variety of the top hip-hop brands and gear up
for the fall, Hfe carry the latest fashions and trends
Men% Women's, BoyApparels, Shoes, Suits, Accessories, Bags, Hats

relationship
and family reasons, and deeply
regret it is impossible for me to
continue a job so recently undertaken," he said. "I leave with
The AmeriNEW YORK (AP)
extraordinary admiration for the
can Red Cross ousted its presiAmerican Red Cross."
dent, Mark Everson, on TuesThe charity's board appointday after learning that he had
ed Mary S. Elcano, its general
engaged in a "personal relationcounsel for the past five years,
ship" with a subordinate emas
interim president and CEO.
ployee.
Elcano's past experience inEverson, the former commissioner of the Internal Revenue cludes a stint as executive vice
Service, took the Red Cross job president of human resources
last May as the charity sought with the U.S. Postal Service.
"Although this is difficult
to restructure itself after sharp
and disappointing news for the
criticism ofits response to HurRed Cross community, the orgaricane Katrina:
In a statement, the Red Cross nization remains strong and the
said its board of governorsasked life-saving mission and work of
for and received Everson's res- the American Red Cross will go
ignation, effective immediately, forward," said the board's chair,
afterlearning withinthe past two Bonnie McElveen-Hunter.
She said a search committee
weeks ofthe relationship with a
woman on the Red Cross staff. has been formed to seek a new
leader.
The woman was not identified.
The development was a blow
"The board acted quickly afto the Red Cross as it was makter learning that Mr. Everson engaged in a personal relationship ing progress in overcoming
with a subordinate employee," image problems arising from
its response to Katrina and the
the statement said. "It concluded that the situation reflected Sept. 11, 2001, terror attacks.
poor judgment on Mr. Everson's Addressing complaints that it
part and diminished his ability was at times too bureaucratic
to lead the organization in the and unaccountable, the charity
overhauled its disaster-response
future.".
The Red Cross also released system and the way it governs
a statement from Everson, who itself, and it was praised for its
is married and has two children. role during the recent Southern
"I am resigning for personal California wildfires.
BY DAVID CRARY

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

—
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Your image, your choice...

That's your CHOsen image

Clearance Sale and A&T Student Special (w/ student ID)
5% off over $50
10% off over $150
15% off over $ 200
(except clearance items)
Till Nov 24

Crtensooro, NC 27455

Lott to
leave
Senate
BY MICHAEL KUNZELMAN
ASSOCIATED PRESSWRITER

PASCAGOULA,Miss.(AP) —In
many ways, Mississippi Sen.

Trent Lott is living proof that
there can be second acts in
politics.
Lott was ousted as Republican Senate leader in
2002 over controversial remarks, only to rebound last
year, winning re-election to
a fourth term and the party's
No. 2 post.
There apparently will be
no third act. Lott announced
Monday he will leave a 35year career in Congress,
becoming the sixth Senate
Republican this year to announce retirement.

Lott, 66, said he wants
to spend more time with his
family and to pursue other
job opportunities, possibly
teaching. He ruled out any
health concerns, but said it's
time for a younger voice to
represent Mississippi.
He was first elected to
Congress on the coattails of
Richard Nixon's re-election
landslide in 1972. He won
election to the Senate in

1988.
Former House Speaker
Dennis Hastert also made his
retirement official Monday.
Hastert, R-Ill., 65, was the
longest serving Republican
speaker in history, assuming
the post in 1999 and losing
it last January when Democrats regained control ofthe
House after the 2006 elections,

Son accused
in Astor
estate theft
BY SAMUEL MAULL
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

—

The son
NEW YORK (AP)
of philanthropist Brooke
Astor was accused in an indictment unsealed Tuesday
of plundering his mother's
$198 million estate and conspiring to have the Alzheimer's-stricken socialite sign a
new will leaving her fortune
to him
The indictment charges
Broadway producer Anthony
Marshall, 83, with grand larceny, criminal possession of
stolen property, scheme to
defraud, falsifying business
records, offering a false instrument for filing and conspiracy. Marshall's former
attorney, Francis X. Morrissey Jr., was indicted on
charges of forgery, criminal
possession ofa forged instrument, scheme to defraud and
conspiracy.
"The indictment charges
that Marshall and Morrissey
took advantage of Mrs. Astor's diminished mental capacity in a scheme to defraud
her and others out ofmillions
of dollars," said District Attorney Robert Morgenthau.
As early as 2001, Astor's
doctors had told Marshall
that his mother suffered
from Alzheimer's disease,
that her ability to understand
complex issues was limited,
and that her condition would
worsen, Morgenthau said.
Three years later, Morgenthau said, Marshall and
Morrissey conspired to have
Astor's attorney fired, and to
have her sign an updated will
which left Marshall virtually
everything.
Marshall's son, Philip,
prompted the criminal investigation last year. Astor died
in August at age 105.
Astor, known for decades
as the grande dame of New
York society and philanthropy, gave away nearly $200
million to institutions such
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Economy
worries
shoppers
BY ANNE D'INNOCENZIO
AP BUSINESS WRITER

—

With
NEW YORK (AP)
Christmas only a month
away, American consumers
became more pessimistic
about the economy in November, sending a widely
watched barometer of confidence to the lowest level in
two years.
The New York-based
Conference Board said Tuesday that its Consumer Confidence Index dropped to 87.3,
down almost 8 points from
the revised 95.2 in October. It
was the lowest reading since
85.2 in October 2005 when
gas and oil prices soared after hurricanes flooded New
Orleans and shut down a
large chunk of the nation's
oil refineries. It also marked
the sharpest drop since September 2005 when the index
plummeted 18 points from
the previous month. Analysts
had expected a reading of
91.5 in November.
"Consumers' apprehension about the short-term
outlook is being fueled by
volatility in financial markets, rising prices at the
pump and the likelihood of
larger home heating bills this
winter," said Lynn Franco,
director of The Conference
Board Consumer Research
Center, in a statement.
The Present Situation Index fell to 115.4 from 118.0
in October. The Expectations
Index declined to 68.7 from
80.0.

Wall Street paid little attention to the consumer confidence report, rebounding
modestly Tuesday after the
Abu Dhabi Investment Authority said it will invest $7.5
billion in Citigroup Inc.
The Dow Jones Industrials rose 95.27, or 0.75 percent, to 12,838.27.
Forretailers, the downbeat
report on consumer confidence further fueled concern
thatthe holiday shopping season will be weak. Retailers
struggled with disappointing
sales this past fall, and while
many retailers were encouraged by better-than-expected
sales for the official start of
the holiday shopping season,
it was the fat discounts that
lured consumers in. The big
worry is that shoppers will
take their time returning to
the stores this holiday season
amid worries about higher
gas, an escalating credit crisis and a slumping housing
market.
A report, released Tuesday, on home prices offered
another sign that the housing
slump is far from over. According to S&P/Case-Shiller
index, U.S. home prices fell
4.5 percent in the third quarter from a year earlier, the
sharpest drop since Standard
& Poor's began its nationwide housing index in 1987.
The index also showed that
prices declined 1.7 percent
from the previous threemonth period, the largest
quarter-to-quarter decrease
in the index's history.
One bright spot has been
the labor market, which has
held' steady, but the latest report shows growing concern
about job security.
The consumer confidence
report showed that shoppers'
outlook for the labor market
was more pessimistic. The
proportion ofconsumers expecting their incomes to decrease in the months ahead
rose to 11.0 percent from 9.1
percent.
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Rent or buy? Tips may help decision
BY NYKKIA OUTLAW
CONTRIBUTOR
To rent or to buy. That is the
question. To some this may be
a rather redundant question. To
others it may be logical. Allow
me to set your mind at ease and
answer acouple ofquestions that
may have crossed your mind.
When many go to pay rent, we
often think to ourselves that the
money could be going towards
a mortgage payment. To others
who refuse to pay rent because
we think that it is just a waste of
money you may be right.
Choosing to rent overbuying
honestly depends on the person
and the situation. If you have
to decipher between the two
because you know that you're
a person who is always on the
go and it only makes sense to be
able to pick up and go, then renting may be to your benefits. On
the otherhand there are those of
us who want to have something
to have ofour own.
Be sure to check out the area.
If the area is in a good market
then your home will appreciate
and it will be easier to sell. The
value ofyour home goes up with
what is being builtaround it.
When you purchase a home
it belongs to you. You can decorate it to fit your personality. It
provides some sense of stability and self-worth. There are
also tax benefits. Some say that
having a home on your taxes is
better than having a dependent.
There isalso the benefit ofbuilding equity. If your home is in an
area that is appreciating then the
value of your home increases as
well. Having equity built up in
your home is just as good as
having cash. We work hard for
ourmoney, why not have something to show for it.
It is a known fact that most
young people ruin their credit
between the ages of 18 and 25.
This is due to lack of education
on the subject ofmoney and insanity. Most of us take the first
credit card offer we get without thinking about the interest
rate or the Annual Percentage
Rate. When trying to purchase
a home it is important that you
are in great credit standing. No
one will loan you the money to
purchase a home if they think
you're not going to be able to
pay it. Sometimes we allow our
eyes to be bigger than our wallet.
When deciding to purchase
anything it is important to look

over your personal finances.
Examine your state of being
when deciding. Take the time
to ask yourself a couple of important questions. Is your job
reliable and dependable? What
is the turnover rate at the company who employs you? Are
you good at what you do? Can
you easily be replaced? Do you
make enough to pay for principal, interest, taxes, and insurance?
A real estate agent can provide you with knowledge that
you otherwise may have been
oblivious too.
Because it is the real estate
agent's profession they know
about contractors and money.
They take the time to look for
what will best suit you and your
particular needs. A good real
estate agent will ask you a list
of questions and then look into
the best options for you.By law,
there are certain things that they
have to tell you so be explicit
when asking questions. If you
don't have the money up front
to pay for the services that areal
estate agent can provide, tell the
builder to pay for it. That way
everybody wins.
Experts say that it is beneficial to have at least three to six
months saved up in case something happens.
That way you have time to
search for another job and your
bills will still be paid. While it
is not required it is also best to
have enough for a down payment to purchase a home. At
least 10 percent will help with
your monthly payment and your
interest rate.
When you do decide to purchase a home and your lender
is discussing interest rates with
you, always take a fixed interestrate. Most lenders say that it
is best to take an adjustable rate
mortgage (ARM). This particular interest rate starts off exceptionally low and is locked in for
a very short period of time. It
could be locked anywhere from
three to seven years. However,
whenthat locked period expires
your rate adjusts to something
that may double your principal
and interest payment.
You can't stay on land for
free. So, you will either pay city
or county taxes. Or you may
be one ofthe people who have
the pleasure of paying both, to
avoid doing so do not stay within the city limits. A little extra
driving my save money on your
monthly mortgage payment.

Now that I've basically provided you with buying a home
101, let's explore the benefits of
renting.
If you are one of those people who likes to be able to pick
up and go when you want too,
it may be to your benefit to sign
a short lease with the possibilities ofextending it. It may seem

easier to just pay one overall
payment for rent, than having
to pay for principal, interest,
taxes, and insurance. If something were to break it's not your
responsibility to fix it. It's your
landlord's.
When deciding between the
two of whether or not to buy or
rent it honestly depends on the

person and circumstances. However, it makes financial sense to
buy. A word ofadvice, for those
of us who will be entering the
"Corporate World" soon, see
if your employer offers a relocating package, that could be a
down payment. Whenever we
purchase something, consider it
an investment.
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An ode to A&T's great Black men

AN AGGIE IN CHINA

Never steal
the chopsticks
in Beijing

It's

the most amazing thing how
someone can say something
rather casually that changes
your outlook forever, one that
you've had most of your life.
"The change resides in you."
That's what Ruben told me, and
although he may not have realized
it, it made me take a look at what
changes will be made in the world
if they reside in my actions today.
Honestly, Ruben has always been
someone who I have had a hard time
understanding. As the president of
the psycho-linguistics organization
on campus, he is not someone who
seeks the limelight but often, due to
his genius, ends up in it. I never got
the chance to fully experience that
until this past week.
I've always seen a young man,
from Southeast D.C, with a northern swagger, a witty spirit, and a
quick tongue; a spirit and tongue
that I felt could be done without.
However, ode to the black man with
a quick tongue and witty spirit, because itis men like this who change
the thoughts ofpeople so that those
people can be the change.

I

never thought of eating as a chore until I ate
in China.
My first experience ofculture shock was al
the dinner table. After arriving in Beijing, I dined
at a traditional noodle restaurant
with the study abroad group
Tables were set with small,
porcelain bowls and plastic
packages of chopsticks. I was
not surprised that there were
no forks to be found in the restaurant, but I was surprised at
how difficult they were for me
to use

Within minutes, the waitress BRITTANY
brought our dishes of noodles, HANEY
vegetables, tofu, and meat. Everyone ate with ease. I guess
they were no strangers to chopsticks
I tried to watch their hands and position my
fingers around the chopsticks, but I could not
master their technique. I finally broke down and
asked Anthony, one of the students, the proper
way to use them. He began to explain: "Well,
here's what you do..." the words following this
phrase seemed like the formula to a complicated
algebraic equation and went completely over my
head. Since he made no sense, I just dug my chopsticks in the bowl in hope ofpulling at least one
noodle. The end result was quite the opposite. I
went to bed hungry.
Later the next day, some students and I decided
to get lost in the city in search of a market and to
take in some scenery. As we walked I stumbled
across a man stuffing his face with noodles from a
bag. I watched him closely. Every time he dug his
sticks in the bag, he got out a lot ofnoodles. He
was eating so fast that it didn't seem like he had
time to chew. I laughed because I had never seen
anyone eat out ofa bag, especially at that speed.
Why was he eating out ofa bag? Several questions ran through my mind. Why couldn't I hold
chopsticks like that? Would I spend the next three
months hungry because I couldn't put food on a
stick?

Dinner was similar to the night before: noodles, meat and those chopsticks. I struggled for
minutes trying to grab the food so that I could
somewhat satisfy. Once again, I had no luck. The
students stared at me waiting to see what eating
techniques I might use. I finally gave up. Anthony asked the waitress to bring out a take-out box
so that I could take my noodles home. As I was
talking, man came to the table with a bag in his
hand. He motioned for me to hold the bag open
and he poured my meal in the plastic sack. "Oh,"
I thought. "So this is takeout."
I walk out the restaurant with my bag ofbroth
and chopsticks in hand. All of a sudden, I hear a
woman screaming and running towards me. She
smiled innocently at me and snatched the plastic
chopsticks from my hand, replacing them with
wooden ones. Anthony explained that restaurants
often reuse plastic chopsticks. "She probably
thought you were trying to steal them," he joked.
I left the restaurant in a sense ofbewilderment.
I was chased like a criminal for taking some plastic chopsticks, and I still didn't know how to use
them. Chopsticks were definitely my new worst

I told Ruben
that it's all about
perspective. I told
him, "You very
rarely understand
my opinions and
where I am coming from because
you are from a
T.SHAVONNE
different walk in
life." I went on to
FORDHAM
say, "shining light
on peoples wrongs often make them
want to doright."
While that may be the case in
some instances Ruben reminded
me, "we have been shining the light
on the 'wrongs' ofthe black community for years, and what changes
have been made?"
It was duringthis very conversation that I realized, I have the potential to show something better. I
have the voice to say something different and perhaps by saying something positive I will see a positive
result. A quote best sums this up,
"two ducks will have ducks," in the
same way a positive portrayal will
breed a positive result.

My next thought was to go write
down all ofmy angles and options,
I went to conjure up a story about
something great, something that is
happening in the community that no
one has ever heard of, but I realized
that it doesn't take any conjuring
of sorts. I can look to my left and
my right to see greatness, there are
hundreds of amazing young adults
on campus. I decided, however, to
focus on the men on campus doing
then "damn" thing. They are, after
all, often catching the biggest flak.
There are hundreds ofblack men,
beautiful black men, all around me.
Wonderful men like Marvin Q.
Jones who is a genius in the sciences and mathematics so was accepted to do research this past summer
at Princeton and, as if that is not
enough, is an excellent writer stirring up the journalism world with
his controversial writings.
Strong men like David Street, a
senior Political Science major, who
is a wonderful president over the
Student Government Association.
Intelligent men like Robert Alston,
a senior Electrical Engineering ma-

BY PARIS MARION
REGISTER INTERN

It

pus, then individuals most be built
up and strengthened.
With that said, if you are anything like me you have had or continue to have self-doubts. You may
even be aware of the fact that it is
absurd to doubt because doubting is
in no way fruitful to you, your life
or your situation. The good news is
doubt can be overcome.
The opposite of doubt is faith.
Therefore the way to overcome
doubt is to accumulate faith.
Picture this: An empty glass,
which represents a person, filled
with nothing but air. Now, let the
air represent doubt. How can you
possibly empty the glass ofair? The
answer is simple: fill it with water.
Water represents faith. Faith can
take up all the space in us to where
doubt no longer has room to dwell

may seem odd that someone
would take the time to address
individuals when there are
groups of people who need attention in our world.
On the other hand, everyone has
become impersonal to the point
where we would sooner shoot a
text message or email rather than
pick up the phone or walk down the
hallway to converse with a friend.
Maybe we are just lazy.
All I know is that in this day and
age we do not put enough value on
individuals orrelationships. When I
say relationships I am referring to
all types ofrelationships including
the ones we have (or should have)
with ourselves. I am, however, an
individual who appreciates being within us.
addressed as such. I believe that a
Faith by definition means "compowerful and strong group is complete trust." Chances are if you
doubt yourself or your ability then
prised of strong and powerful individuals.
you lack self-trust. My experience
There is, in my mind, no way has taught me that the best way to
to get around that truth. If there is accumulate faith is to get active. To
any hope of creating a strong body take some time to figure out those
ofpeople, which in this case refers people and things worthwhile to us
to the body of students on this cam- and then go after them.

If you begin to pursue those
things that are worthwhile to you
then you will become more aware
of your power and purpose. Faith
then will begin to replace all those
self-doubts.
The fact is that you are, quite literally, capable of anything imaginable. If you think you can, then you
can. If you think you cannot then
you will not. It really is true that
our destinies begin in our minds
with our thoughts. Your thoughts
quickly become your words which
become your actions become your
habits become your character become your destiny.
You mind works for you! If you
tell yourself that you are capable
your mind will give you 1001 reasons why you are in fact capable.
On the flip side, ifyou tell yourself
that you are incapable then your
mind will produce 1001 reasons to
support that claim.
You can begin to think yourself
into a better situation. So do it.
Don't let it stop there, though.
Get active. Build faith.

"We can't move the institution
without changing our attitude..."

board of trustees
meeting what his
three top issues
were, Chancellor
Battle responded:

1. Perception vs. Reality

2. To make sure we take
care of our kids (student
driven institution)

3. Try to be reasonably
happy
What are your three
biggest issues with
A&T right nowas

a student?

name, major, classification
and hometown with
your comments.

STANLEY F. BATTLE
CHANCELLOR

Who knew getting a cell phone was so hard?
People

Paris Marionis a junior Journalismand
Mass Communication major.

When asked at a recent

Sound off at
ncatregister.com

Brittany Haney isa senior Journalismand Mass Communiation
major. Shecan be reached at brittanyrandi@yahoo.com

always use to tell

T. Shavonne Fordham isa junior Journalism
and Mass Communication major. She can be
reached at tshavonnefordham@gmail.com

Overcoming self-doubt with action

enemy.

me that traveling opened
your eyes to a whole new

jor who is head over heels in love
with God and an amazing student
striving to get his PhD to give God
glory. Helpful men like Anthony
Yates, a junior psychology major,
who is an aspiring lawyer and decided to studyabroad in Australia to
get the international experience that
will help with his world outlook.
Men like Ruben, who are often raptured up in all the stories of
"black on black crime," men imprisoned, men on the down-low,
and "Weezy F Baby."
Men like Ruben who are the
apple of God's eye and are walking
in and embodying their own light
daily, and do so accepting that they
may never get their ode. Men like
these, deserve an ode.
Ode to my wonderful, strong, intelligent, wise, sexy, helpful, understanding, beautiful black men. You
are the perfect beginning to a God
sent change.

person in English while she
was

commu-

world. I didn't fully understand
nicating back
that untilrecently.
to me in SpanI had always wanted to study
ish.
abroad and this fall I was givfirst
My
en the opportunity to study in
thoughts was
Granada, Spain. I can honestly
I wish I could
say that I have learned more in ASHLEY
just run away,
the past 2 months living here WITHERS
because it was
than I have in any classroom.
frustrating
It goes deeper beyond going to and somewhat embarrassing. I
class and getting a grade to go just took it as a learning experion your transcript. It is about ence and from then on I would
learning who you are, embracbring my Spanish dictionary eving another culture and conerywhere. And boy, has it saved
forming to a completely differ- me.
ent world.
All my classes are in Spanish,
The first time I realized I was so at times it could be challengnot home was when I tried buying. One thing I have observed
ing a cell phone. Something as while being here these few
simple as buying a cell phone months is that there aren't too
quickly became stressful bemany ofU.S. studying abroad. I
cause there was a language bar- don't see many African Ameriner.
cans or even Hispanics in any of
I was speaking to the sales- my classes

It is really a privilege to be
able to study in another country.
Not only does it look amazing
on your resume, but it gives
you a greater appreciation and
better perspective about history, culture and geography. So
whenever I begin to feel a little
homesick, I realize that this is
an opportunity ofa lifetime and
I am just blessed to be here and
be able to travel.
I was talking to a classmate
the other day and I said, "Wow,
I can't believe I went to Paris.
How many 20 year olds can say
they have even been to Paris and
have seen theEiffel Tower?"
She simplylooked at me quite
oddly and said, "A lot ofparents
take their kids to Europe all the
time and tons ofkids have been
to Paris." And then I thought to
myself, not in all cases.
Before this semester, I
thought I knew a lot and had
seena lot because I had traveled

throughout the United States
But now that I have seen
some of the things that I have
seen, gone to places I thought I
would never go, eaten foods that
I have never even heard of, have
had conversations with people
in a different language.
I learned to truly appreciate
museums and historical landmarks that I shamefully once
thought were boring when reading the textbooks, I now look
back and understand I did not
know anything!
I am learning so much and
embracing every moment I have.
My new motto is: the more you
see, the less you know. And this
is just the beginning ofmy journey.

Ashley Withers is a junior Journalism
and Mass Communiation major and

former editor atThe A&TRegister. She
can be reachedatacwither@ncat.edu
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Hope for writers on strike

SEX AND THE GATE CITY

I'm just doing
my thing.

BY GARY GENTILE
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

too early to know which business model will succeed on the

to communicate among them-

They want flexibility to experiment without having to be
locked into payment formulas.
The last talks broke offNov.
4. At that negotiating session,
writers had dropped a demand
to increase residual payments
from DVDs and producers had
agreed in principle to pay writers when advertising-supported
episodes were streamed over
the Web.
As the strike enters its fourth
week, writers have stepped up
their use of blogs, short videos, MySpace pages and other
Web-based methods aimed at
keeping their ranks together
and reaching a wider audience,
including TV viewers who will
soon have to settle for reruns
of their favorite prime time
shows.
The guild's West and East
coast branches have posted
strike schedules, press releases
and other information on its official Web sites.
But soon after the strike
started, other sites sprang up,
including one maintained by
strike captains and another
hosted by writers for "Late
Show with David Letterman."
Writers also began using
social networking sites, including MySpace and Facebook,

The irony of using a site
like MySpace, which is owned
by media conglomerate News
Corp., a company being struck
by writers, does not go unnoticed.
"It can't be fun for Rupert
Murdoch for me to be doing
this in his back yard right now,"
said Kristen Stavola, a screenwriterbehind the MySpace site
"Hollywood Interrupted."
One ofthe most popular efforts has been the video "The
Office is Closed," which was
shot on the picket lines by Peter Rader.
The video features the
show's writer-producer Greg
Daniels and cast members belittling a TVnetwork claim that
reuse of episodes on the Web is
merely "promotional."
That video, posted on YouTube, has been viewed more
than 520,000 times.
"We realized we had the opportunity to take the Internet
and use it against the companies which are trying to dominate the Internet," Rader said.
In New York City, meanwhile, negotiations between
striking Broadway stagehands
and theater producers dragged
into the wee hours Tuesday as
the two sides sought an end to
their labor dispute.

Web.

A

few weeks ago I was invited to a birthday dinner.
The party included a pleasant mix of friends, both
men and women who gathered for delicious food,
drinks and good company. It was no surprise that my philandering male acquaintance also
invited several other young ladies
to partake in the festivities. Our
conversation shifted casually from
subject to subject until the things
took an obvious turn for the worst.
This particular encounter definitely
taught me that perception is everything and that our first impressions
are lasting ones.
Of the women invited, one apCANDACEL.
peared to make an extra effort to let
HACKNEY
me, our waitress and everyone else
in attendance aware that she was interested in him. What I thought appeared to be harmless,
playful small talk turned into an eggshell prance around
her sensitivity. Perhaps she didn't understand the group's
cohesive humor or our witty intellect. Nevertheless, she
spent the rest of the evening sulking in her disappointment in sharing his attention, while he attempted to employ damage control. I'm not opposed to public displays
of affection, but when my meal is disturbed and I am
forced to reel in my own personality in order to spare
another's feelings, then I consider it excessive.
Of course her ill manners were not enough to simply
disrupt our dinner, she proceeded to rudely honk the horn
ofhis car indicating she was urgently ready to go. She later confessed that she thought I was a snob. I was stunned
to eventually find out that this woman is neither seriously
nor romantically involved with myfriend. So why didshe
react in such an impolite fashion?
"I'm just doing my thing," he replied. Apparently, it's
still quite fashionable for man to juggle multiple women
whom may or may not know about one another, but that's
old news. I'm rather convinced that the player will foreverremain in our existence. However, it's becoming increasingly trendy for a man to have one main lady friend
whom he openly claims and is widely recognized by his
friends as the queen bee. Typically, she believes that he
solely devotes his love and affection to her.

The first day of talks since
movie and TV writers went on
strike produced no public updates or word if any progress
was made — but it did trigger
a promise to meet again.
The writers and Hollywood
studios were setto resume talks
Tuesday, said a person familiar
with the contract negotiations
who was not authorized to
speak publicly and requested
anonymity.
On Monday, neither the
writers union nor the group
representing studios would
comment on the negotiations
or even reveal their location.
Picketing resumed in Los
Angeles and New York and
writers kept up an aggressive
Internet-based virtual picket
line that capitalizes on the very
medium at issue in the contentious negotiations.
The Writers Guild ofAmerica went on strike Nov. 5 over
payment for work aired on the
Web.
Writers want more money
when TV shows and films are
sold on Internet sites such as
Apple Inc.'s iTunes.
Studios, networks and producers, represented by the Alliance of Motion Picture and
Television Producers, say it is

Shrek's Christmas
Special debut
BY ERIN CARLSON
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

selves

Shrek, star of three animated blockbusters, now has
his own Christmas special,
"Shrek the Halls," which debuts Wednesday on ABC-TV.
Cameron Diaz, who reprises her voice role as Princess Fiona, hopes the story of
the grumpy-yet-lovable green
ogre's first Christmas with
family and friends will become
a holiday tradition.
"It's just wonderful to
see how they celebrate their
Christmas and what it means
to them," the 35-year-old actress told The Associated Press
in a recent phone interview.
"He's grown so much
it's kinda great to see where
he's at now that he has a family and he's experiencing life
with other people for the first
time — you know, investing in
them," Diaz said.
"Shrek the Halls" follows
Shrek (voiced by Mike Myers)
as he tries to achieve Yuletide
perfection for Fiona and their
children. Things fall apart
when unwanted guests arrive
at his doorstep on Christmas
Eve. The party crashers include
Donkey (Eddie Murphy) and
Puss in Boots (Antonio Banderas), who disrupt Shrek's
by-the-book plans, causing
him to react in Scrooge-like
fashion.
But in the vein of Scrooge
and the Grinch, Shrek learns
the true meaning of Christmas,
which is clear to everyone but
him, ofcourse.
"The whole family's together — and that's something
that you sort of count on,"Diaz
said of her own holiday celebration. "But there are people
who don't have thatand sort of
have to make up their own

...

Got Stories?

Write for the Register!
Contributors meetings every Wednesday @5p.m.
in NCB room 328.

...

"Where many women go
wrong is gambling their
complete focus on one man."

Introducing German
singer, Ayo

Usher is a father!
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

BY TRACY HOPKINS

The queen bee offers security and companionship. She
also represents his three daily balanced meals. She is that
substance that sustains him and is reminiscent that good
girls do still exist. Unfortunately for some ofthe "others,"
some men are not so upfront about their relationships.
Men who frequent bars and other social atmosphere are
typically interested in unwinding with friends and meeting new faces. It's no guarantee that "the one" will be
present; in fact the chances are pretty slim. Nonetheless,
the flirty women, whom I like to refer to as beer nuts, are
fresh and offer some new flavor, yet are unfulfilling to
the appetite.
In my friend's defense he explained that he has not
given any one woman the indication that she is the only
person he finds interesting. However, things get tricky
when the gray area is left to be deciphered. Where many
women go wrong is taking the gambletheir complete focus on one man. Most men understand and embrace the
fact that dating can be a leisurely sport involving so many
opponent options. Be smart and realistic about dating.
Have fun with it, yet maintain control over your feelings
before anything gets too deep.

The A&T Register
is in search of THE SHOT.
If you are interested in
being a photographer
drop by NCB 328.

ASSOCIATED PRESSWRITER

Even on a cold and rainy
afternoon, Ayo, whose first
name means joy in the
African Yoruba language,
radiates warmth. She smiles
genuinely and laughs often.
Yet sadness permeates her
debut disc "Joyful" a
somberness that comes from
a turbulent upbringing.
"Music to me is like
therapy," the 27-year-old
singer-songwriter says over
lunch at a small bistro in
New York City's West Village.
"(Through music) I'm
trying to help myself and my
family," she says later.
Ayo, whose last name is
Ogunmakin but simply goes
by her first name, was born
to a Romanian mother and
Nigerian father.
She describes her mother
as a heroin addict who came
in and out ofher life; her
parents divorced whenAyo

—

was seven.

But her father, a mechanical engineer, was not
allowed to raise Ayo and her
three older siblings — social
services declared him unfit
to raise his kids as a single

parent

Ayo, who says ittook

years for him to regain
custody, blames the racial

climate in Germany for that

decision

"Sometimes I lived in
little villages with my Dad
because we had to move
with him, and there were all
these old people looking at
(me) like (I was) a monkey,"
she recalls ofher biracial
childhood in Germany.
Ayo bittersweet memories are found on her debut,
released this month, in songs
like the touching "Without You," dedicated to her
father, and "Help is Coming," a plaintive plea to her

The Grammy-winning
R&B singer and his wife, Tameka
Foster, welcomed a newborn,
his publicist confirmed Tuesday,
declining to say whether it was a
boy or a girl. It's the 28-year-old's
first child and Foster's fourth.
"Yes, I can confirm that
Usher had a baby," Patti Webster
told The Associated Press in an
e-mailed message. It wasn't clear
what day the baby was born.
The couple wed in a large,
glitzy ceremony in early September after exchanging vows a few

mother.
"I hope one day I can sit

with my mother and find a
way through to her.
With music I have a feeling I can reach her," she says
in an accent that alternately
reflects both her Nigerian
and Germanroots
Ayo is now on a nation-

wide tour with Babyface and
is featured on a new PBS
concert special. She recently
settled in Manhattanand
finally has the stable family
life she's craved.
"I moved around so much
and it's tiring. Now it's exciting (having a real home),"
she says with a laugh.
"It's the first time I worry
about finding the bed I want.
I want to make the space
beautiful."

WHITNEY DICKENS
CONTRIBUTOR

weeks earlier in
a civil cememony.

The singer
and Foster,
who is 37, had
called offtheir
July 28 wedding amid reports that
Foster had checked into a hospital because ofproblems with her
pregnancy.

A private ceremony was held
Aug. 3 in the office ofUsher's
lawyer. The couple announced
their engagement earlier in the
year and later said Foster was
expecting the child.
to Alicia's specialty and includes
enchanting love ballads and many
harmonious songs.
An example ofa sadyet hopeful
song is "Lessons Learned," which
is about picking up the pieces after
heartbreak: "I was burned, but I
call it a lesson learned..."
In "Like You'll Never See Me
Again," which is a favorite among
many fans, Alicia Keys leaves you
spellbound with the lyrics and the
passion in her voice: "Every time
you hold me, hold me like this is
the last time, every time you kiss
me, kiss me like you'll never see

It its been six years since Alicia Keys made her debut album,
"Songs in A Minor" and four
years since her sophomore album,
"The Diary ofAlicia Keys."
Within those six years, Keys
has sold millions ofrecords, won me again..."
This is a song that will definiteGrammys, and has been was featured on a number ofhit songs.
ly be dedicated to that significant
other for decades to come.
Now, with her third studio album "As I Am," Alicia Keys has
This alcharmed fans with her soulful bum is given
a grade A
music and diverse talent.
Keys has collaborated with because it is
partner Kerry Krucial, Linda definitely a
Perry, and John Mayer. The al- must have.
bum, "As I Am" , put an edge

this week's

hotlist
The A&T Register's
guide to what's going
this week in arts and
entertainment.

IP
ONSTAGE

ON SCREEN

ON CAMPUS

ON SHELVES

Come and experience the Arts
Lifestyle Concert Unplugged. Hostedby Ayinde and Ziggy, some ofthe
hottest music, visual, and culinary
art wii be on display at Jabs Ultra
Bar on Wednesday Novembe 28th.
Doors open at 9p.m. For more information call (336) 558-2295.

Coming to the screen this Friday
is the thriller "Awake", starring Jessica Alba and Hayden Christensen.
This blockbuster centers on the life
of a young man Clay. A wealthy
young man suffering from an illness
that only risky surgery can help but
the doctors are plotting his murder.

Looking for something to do on
a Wednesday night? Come to the

Almost five years after releasing
a near-classic rap debut, Freeway finally gets his second shot with his
new album entitled, "Free at last".
"Free at Last" sounds like a very
strong follow-up to his debut album
and everyone should go pick it up
because it's on shelves now!

Aggie Undergroun from 8p.m. to
10p.m. Pool, video game tournaments, and card games will be going on, not to mention FREE FOOD
AND PRIZES. You don't want to
miss this One!
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Redskins'Taylor dies from
shooting in Florida home

Inventor of Gatorade
passes from kidney
failure at age 80
BY RON WORD
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER
JACKSONVILLE, Fla.
(AP)
Dr. Robert Cade,
who invented the sports
drink Gatorade and launched
a multibillion-dollar industry
that the beverage continues
to dominate, diedTuesday of
kidney failure. He was 80.
His death was announced
by the University of Florida,
where he and other researchers created Gatorade in 1965
to help the school's football
players replace carbohydrates and electrolytes lost
through sweat while playing
in swamp-like heat.

-

Now sold in 80 countries in
dozens of flavors, Gatorade
was born thanks to a question

from former Gator Coach
Dwayne Douglas, Cade said
in a 2005 interview with The
Associated Press.
He asked, "Doctor, why

don't football players weewee aftera game?"
"That question changed our
lives," Cade said.
Cade's researchers determined a football player could
lose up to 18 pounds — 90 to
95 percent of it water — during the three hours it takes to
play a game. Players sweated
away sodium and chloride
and lost plasma volume and
blood volume.
Using their research, and
about $43 in supplies, they
concocted a brew for players

drink while playing football. The first batch was not
exactly a hit.
"It sort of tasted like toilet bowl cleaner," said Dana
Shires, one of the researchto

ers.

"I guzzled it and I vomited," Cade said.

The

researchers

added

some sugar and some lemon
juice to improve the taste. It
was first tested on freshmen

because Coach Ray Graves

didn't want to hurt the varsity team. Eventually, however, the use of the sports

beverage spread to the Gators, who enjoyed a winning
record and were known as a

"second-half team" by outlasting opponents.
After the Gators beat Georgia Tech 27-12 in the Orange
Bowl in 1967, Tech coach
Bobby Dodd told reporters
his team lost because, "We
didn't have Gatorade
that
made the difference."

Stokely-Van

...

Camp

ob-

tained the licensing rights
for Gatorade and began mar-

keting it as the "beverage of
champions." PepsiCo Inc.
now owns the brand, which
has brought the university
more than $150 million in
royalties since 1973.
Cade said Stokely-Van
Camp hated the name "Gatorade," believing it was too
parochial, but stuck with it
after tests showed consumers liked the name.

Gatorade held 81 percent
of the $7.5 billion-a-year
U.S. sports drink market in
2006, according to John Sicher, editor and publisher of

Beverage Digest.

"Gatorade is the clear
granddaddy ofthose drinks,"
Sicher said.
Cade said he thought the
use of Gatorade would be
limited to sports teams and
never dreamed it would be
purchased by regular consumers.
"I never thought about the

commercial market," he said.
"The financial success of this
stuffreally surprised us."
The researcher also said
he was proud that Gatorade
was based on research into
what the body loses in exercise. "The other sports drinks
were created by marketing
companies," he said.
Instead of the original four
flavors, there are now more
than 30 available in the United States and more than 50
flavors available internationally.
Born James Robert Cade

in San Antonio on Sept. 26,
1927, Cade, a Navy veteran,
graduatedfrom the University of Texas at Austin and the
University of Texas Southwestern Medical School in
Dallas.

BY MATT SEDENSKY

ing significant
blood loss.
"According
to a preliminary investigation, it appears that the
victim
was
shot
inside

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

MIAMI (AP) — Washington
Redskins safety Sean Taylor
died early Tuesday, a day after
the Pro Bowl player was shot at
home by what police say was an
intruder. He was 24.
Family friend Richard Sharpstein said Taylor's father told

him the news around 5:30 a.m.
"His father called and said he
was with Christand he cried and
thanked me," said Sharpstein,

Taylor's former lawyer. "It's a
tremendously sad and unnecessary event. He was a wonderful,
humble, talented young man,
and had a huge life in front of
him. Obviously God had other
plans."

Taylor died at Jackson Memorial Hospital, where he had been
airlifted after the shooting early
Monday, Sharpstein said.
Two carloads of mourners, in-

cluding Taylor's father, arrived
at the house Tuesday morning.
They remained inside and did
not speak to reporters. A single
bouquet of flowers was left by
a palm tree just outside a front
gate. Beside the mailbox, an
untouched newspaper lay with
news of Taylor's shooting.
Doctors had been encour-

aged late Monday when Taylor
squeezed a nurse's hand, according to Vinny Cerrato, the
Redskins' vice president offootball operations. But Sharpstein
said he was told Taylor never
regained consciousness after
being transported to the hospital
and that he wasn't sure how he
had squeezed the nurse's hand.
"Maybe he was trying to say
goodbye or something," Sharpstein said.
Taylor, the fifth overall pick in
the 2004 NFL draft following
an All-American season at the
University of Mami, was shot
early Monday in the upper leg,
damaging an artery and caus-

Taylor

the home by
an intruder,"

Miami-Dade
County police said in a statement.

But police were still investigating the attack, which came

at Mami. "But

City.

A private man with a small inner circle, Taylor rarely granted
interviews. But, behind the
scenes, Taylor was described
as personable and smart
an
emerging lockerroom leader.
"From the first day I met him,
from then to now, it's just like
night and day," Redskins receiver James Thrash said Monday.
"He's really got his head on his
shoulders and has been doing
really well as far as just being
a man. It's been awesome to see
that growth."

—

After Taylor was drafted, probjust eight days after an intruder
was reported at Taylor's home. lems soon began. Taylor fired
Officers were sent to the home his agent, then skipped part of
about 1:45 a.m. Monday after the NFL's mandatory rookie
Taylor's girlfriend called 911.
symposium, drawing a $25,000
Sharpstein said Taylor's girl- fine. Driving home late from a
friend told him the couple was party during the season, he was
awakened by loud noises, and pulled over and charged with
Taylor grabbed a machete he drunken driving. The case was
dismissed in court, but by then it
keeps in the bedroom for protection. Someone then broke had become a months-long disthrough the bedroom door and traction for the Redskins.
fired two shots, one missing
Taylor also was fined at least
seven times for late hits, uniand one hitting Taylor, Sharpstein said. Taylor's 1-year-old form violations and other indaughter, Jackie, was also in the fractions over his first three
house, but neither she nor Tayseasons, including a $17,000
lor's girlfriend were injured.
penalty for spitting in the face
Police found signs of forced of Tampa Bay running back
entry, but have not determined Michael Pittman during a 2006
if they were caused Monday, or playoff game.
Meanwhile, Taylor endured a
the previous burglary.
The shooting happened in the yearlong legal battle after he was
pale yellow house he bought accused in 2005 of brandishing
two years ago. Eight days before a gun at a man during a fight
the attack someone pried open over allegedly stolen all-terrain
a front window, rifled through vehicles near Taylor's home. He
drawers and left a kitchen knife eventually pleaded no contest to
two misdemeanors and was senon a bed at Taylor's home, actenced to 18 months' probation.
cording to police.
"They're really sifting through
Taylor said the end of the assault case was like "a gray
that incident and today's incident," Miami-Dade Detective cloud" being lifted. It was also
Mario Rachid said, "to see if around the time that his daughthere's any correlation."
ter was born, and teammates noBorn April 1, 1983, Taylor ticed a change.
"It's hard to'expect a man to
starred as a running back and
defensive back at Gulliver Prep grow up overnight," said teamin Miami. His father, Pedro mate and close friend Clinton
Taylor, is police chief of Florida Portis, who played with Taylor

ever since he
had his child, it was like a new
Sean, and everybody around
here knew it. He was always
smiling, always happy, always
talking about his child."
On the field, Taylor's play was
often erratic. Assistant coach
Gregg Williams frequently
called Taylor the best athlete
he'd ever coached, but nearly
every big play was mitigated
by a blown assignment. Taylor
led the NFL in missed tackles in
2006 yet made the Pro Bowl be-

cause of his reputation as one of

the hardest hitters in the league.
This year, however, Taylor
was allowed to play a true free
safety position, using his speed
and power to chase down passes
and crush would-be receivers.
His five interceptions tie for the
league lead in the NFC, even
though he missed the last two
games because of a sprained
knee.
"I just take this job very seriously," Taylor said in a rare

group interview during training camp. "It's almost like, you
play a kid's game for a king's
ransom. And if you don't take it
serious enough, eventually one
day you're going to say, 'Oh, I
could have done this, I could
have done that.'
"So I just say, 'I'mhealthy right
now, I'm going into my fourth
year, and why not do the best
that I can?' And that's whatever
it is, whether it's eating right or

training myself right, whether
it's studying harder, whatever I
can do to better myself."
His hard work was well-noted.

"He loved football. He felt like
that's what he was made to do,"
Redskins coach Joe Gibbs said.
"And I think what I've noticed
over the last year and a half... is
he matured. I think his baby had
a huge impact on him. There was
a real growing up in his life."

Bibbs builds on 400 with 39 point
victory over S.C. Upstate at home
BY MALCOLM EUSTACHE
SPORTS EDITOR

17 points

Bland was one of five Aggies
in double figures on the night
It was the 2005-06 season (Brittany Taylor-James, Jaleesa
when Head Coach Patricia Sams, Lamona Smalley, and
Cage-Bibbs took the helm of Lonise Coulter). Every active
A&T's Women's Basketball player made their way on the
program.
scoreboard thanks to the ladies
Just over two years later, Bibbs of Corbett dishing out 24 assists
reached the 400 wins milestone compared to 16 assists by Upthat only one other coach has state.
The Aggies also dominated
ever accomplished in HBCU
history, and only 38 active the glass with 55 boards to the

,

women's basketball
have done

coaches

She was honored before the
game Tuesday night versus the
Spartans of S.C. Upstate.
"It was very touching and I
definitely appreciate what has
happened to me in mylifetime in
reference to my coaching," said
Coach Bibbs, who also coached
at Grambling State University
and Hampton University before becoming an Aggie. "I'm
elated about it. I'm happy to be
here and I'm happy that it was
achieved at A&T."
Playing without an ounce of
satisfaction, the ladies of blue
and gold did not lose sight of
their overall mission on their
way to a demolishing 92-54 victory over Upstate.
"What we're trying to do is
win this conference for the
regular season and also win the
tournament," said Coach Bibbs,
who picked up win number 402
against the Spartans. "We want

Bethune-Cookman

THIS WEEK'S GAMES:
Saturday
at Norfolk State
7 p.m.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL STANDINGS
MEAC OVR.

TEAM

Morgan State
Florida A&M
North Carolina A&T
Hampton

Coppin State

Delaware State
Bethune-Cookman
South CarolinaState
Norfolk State

Howard

MD Easteri n-Shon

THIS WEEK'S GAMES:
Saturday
at Norfolk State
4 p.m.

OJ arraignment
expected to be brief
BY KEN RITTER

ASSOCIATEDPRESS WRITER

LAS VEGAS (AP) - O.J.
Simpson and two co-defendants are expected to plead
not guilty Wednesday to 12
charges, including kidnapping and armed robbery
of two sports memorabilia
dealers in a Las Vegas hotel
room.

The former football star
and his lawyers contend that
no guns were displayed and
that he intended only to retrieve items that had been
stolen from him, including
photographs, football awards
and the suit he wore the day
he was acquitted in 1995 of
murdering his wife, Nicole
Brown Simpson, and her
friend Ronald Goldman.
Prosecutors allege the heist

in Las Vegas netted tens of
thousands of dollars of sports
collectibles that bore no connection to Simpson.

Simpson, 60, of Miami,
Clarence "C.J." Stewart and
Charles "Charlie" Ehrlich
were bound over for trial
this month after a 3V£-day
preliminary hearing, which
featured testimony from witnesses and three former codefendants who took plea
deals in return for their testimony..
"If this goes like all other
standard arraignments, it will
last about five minutes," Gal-

Clark County District Judge
Jackie Glass will juggle
schedules for prosecutors,
defense lawyers and herself
in picking a trial date.
Galanter said he would
seek a date "sometime next
year" but declined to be more
specific.
A spokesman for Clark
County prosecutor David
Roger said that co-defendants are routinely listed as
possible witnesses in criminal cases and that Simpson's
name would be added to the
list.

sively.

S.C.
A&T jumped out to a 10 point
lead under seven minutes into
the contest and never looked
back.
Amber Bland scored the first
basket of the game on a 3-pointer on her way to a game leading

Hampton

Florida A&M
Norfolk State
South Carolina State
MD Eastern-Shore

been standard."

Gymnasium during the UNCG
Thanksgiving Tournament.
The first came against UNCAsheville on Friday. On the
game that gave Bibbs her 400th
win, the Aggies played a sharp
game offensively and defen-

A&T's ladies did have to use

Howard
Delaware State

But he added: "There's

hard."
The win Tuesday night marked
the Aggies third victory in arow.
The first two came in Fleming

their intangibles in the second
game of the tournament against
the Boston University Terriers
as their shot was colder than the
late November temperatures in
Greensboro.
A&T shot near 36 percent, but
were able to make up for the
cold shooting streak by being

proved that they were too much
for the team out of Spartanburg,

Morgan State
North Carolina A&T
Coppin State

nothing in this case that has

"We're really not supposed
to underestimate anybody so
I'm not gonna say it was easy,"
said sophomore center Coulter.
"We went out there and played

In the first matchup between
the two teams, the Aggies

two championships right now."

MEAC OVR.

TEAM

anter said.

Spartans 28.

They shot an amazing 56 percent from the fieldand forced 34
turnovers. Even as formidable
of an opponent as the Bulldogs
were no match for the Aggies as
they lost 88-62.
"We have speed on our team,"
said junior guard Bland. "Coach
Bibbs just to wants to push up
the court. The way she coaches
just fits a lot of players on this
team. It lets us create and use
our speed to bother teams."

MEN'S BASKETBALLSTANDINGS

"It was a clerical oversight,"
spokesman Dan Kulin said.
The new document makes

PHOTO BY LEROY MIKELL • THE A&T REGISTER
CENTER LONISE COULTER scores 2 ofher 13points onan uncontested layup on one ofmany
easy baskets for theAggies as they went on to trounce the Spartans in convincing fashion.

consistent on the defensive end. Sophomore guard Ta'Wuana
It forced the Terriers to shoot Cook walked away as an allclose to ten percent and helped tournament player.
the Aggies on their way to a
With the awards and milestone
62-54 victory and the tourna- are piling up early, the Lady Agment trophy.
gies will have their hands full
Bland, who recorded her third on the road against conference
career double-double, earned rivals Norfolk State on Saturday
MVP honors of the tournament.

afternoon.

no changes in the charges
against the three men but
drops former co-defendant
Michael McClinton as a defendant. McClinton — who
pleaded guilty to reduced
felony charges and testified
that he took guns to the Sept.
13 confrontation with sports
collectibles dealers Bruce
Fromong and Alfred Beardsley — is on the list of 78 po-

tential trial witnesses.

Neither Stewart, 53, a
Simpson friend and golfing
buddy from North Las Vegas, nor Ehrlich, 53, a friend
from Miami, are accused of
wielding weapons during the
suspected heist.
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Aggies leave Chicago with huge win over DePaul
BY MICHAEL J. McCRAY
EDITOR IN CHIEF

While you were crawling out
ofthat turkey induced coma Friday, Steve Rush and the Aggies
traveled to Chicago and left with
a 96-93 victory over DePaul.
A&T battled back from an
early 16-point deficit to get the
win over a Blue Demon team
that obviously underestimated a
lower Dl opponent.
Steve Rush led all scorers
with 40 points, breakinghis pre-

vious school
The Aggies went into halfrecord ofnine time with a 48-45 lead behind a
three-pointers 16-0run that brought them back
by making ten, from being down 34-18.
which also set
Angelo Hernandez played a
an
Allstate great all around game, scoring
Arena record. seven points, grabbing six reRush also had bounds, dishing out five assists
three assists and getting two steals.
Rush
and a steal.
A&T made 17 threes as a
team, also an Allstate Arena
Austin Ewing stepped up for A&T scoring record, and got solid minutes
21 points, making six of his 10 from freshman Thomas Colethree-point attempts, to go along man who had four points, eight
with six assists.
rebounds and two steals playing

RENT SPECIAL

considerably more minutes
"I kept telling people once

Steven Rush gets going, look
out," said head coach Jerry
Eaves, citing comments after the
Montreat game where he said he
didn't mind Rush missing shots
early in the season.
"Steve's a shooter. Shooters
go through slumps. But you let
him keep shooting because he's
too good a shooter to stay in a
slump. I wasn't worried about
Steve struggling with his shot."
Disgruntled DePaul fans

hit the message boards to vent
about the loss.
"Maybe we should start
scheduling team like The Piedmont Correspondance School
and Whatsamatta U," said one
fan on TheDemonsDen.net
board.

"What the heck happened?
Our defense gives up 96 points
to a Division 2 school, " Holy
Cr@#P!!! What's next DePaul
loses in overtime to Oakton
Community College by 5 points
at Allstate Arena," said another

poster

The win comes after what

Eaves called a "reality check"

against Montreat. Although the
Aggies won, they played a very
sloppy game overall.
At 4-2,A&T is off to it's best
start in 16 seasons and hope to
continue that momentum as
they travel to Knoxville to take
on the 12th ranked Tennessee
Volunteers and star guard Chris
Lofton, who many believe is the
best three-point shooter in the
country.
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TA'WUANA

JASON

AMBER

COOK

STEVE

BLAND

RUSH

THE AGGIES ARE PUTTING
PUZZLE TOGETHER
THE
*

THE LADY AGGIES ARE EVEN
BETTER THAN LAST YEAR

The Aggie Men's basketball team has been getting better slowly but
surely over the past few seasons but this yearbehind the leadership
of seven seniors, A&T is making no excuses, they want the MEAC

They've been bubbling under the radar for a whilethe Lady Aggies
jumpedinto the upper echelon of MEAC conference standings last
season and these women aren't trying to flirt withthe championship
anymore, they want to take it home.
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ANYTIME, ANY PLACE...
THIS YEAR'S SCHEDULES

Everybody loves taking pictures. See even more pictures from our
photo shoots with Steven Rush, JasonWills, Amber Bland and
"Tweet" Cook as they getready forthe upcoming season.

The men and women of Aggie Basketball will hit the road and travel
coastto coast this upcoming season. Check out the schedule to see
where you can find A&T playing
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MISSION:
MEAC Championship
A&Thas been happy withprogress before
but this is theyear to put it all together
BY MALCOLM S.EUSTACHE
SPORTS EDITOR

in the morning and shoot about 400 to
700 shots on my own. Then in practice

Aggies are about business
this year. No cubicles. No
desktops. No suitcases.
After winning a mediocre 10 games
in the 2005-06 season, A&T's men's
basketball team's stock rose in the MidEastern Athletic Conference last year
by finishing tied for third in the conference. They proved they had the necessary goods to potentially compete in
the MEAC marketplace at a level that
has not been witnessed since the Don
Corbett golden era ofthe 1980s. Simply
put, the businessmen in blue and gold
are looking to trump the competition

we have little shooting drills. The points
have got to come from somewhere."
Last season, that somewhere was be-

The

this season

"We know now that we can win,"
said senior forward Jason Wills. "Last
year we definitely had a chance. FAMU
won the whole thing and we beat them
twice last year. Winning a ring is our
main focus."
Although they threatened at a championship last season, crushing opponents was not their forte as their margin of victory maxed out at 1.0 with an
average or 73.4 points per game. Head
coach Jerry Eaves realized this in the
off-season and devised a business plan
to address the issue: score more points.
Eaves, along with assistant coaches
Alphonza Kee, Bryant Paylor, Scott
Bollwage and Harlan Frye, cannot afford to have slacks on the Irvin and
Corbett gymnasium floor in the Ellis
F. Corbett Sports Center. The 20-point
improvement would certainly loosen up
the ties throughout the games as well.
"I've been doing a lot more shooting
than I've ever done in my life because
Eaves told me we have to put up points
this year," said senior guard Steven
Rush.
"I probably shoot about a thousand
shots a day. I literally come to the gym

hind the three-point arch for Rush.
The self-described "scoring point
guard" transferred from UNC-Asheville
two academic years ago. NCAA transfer regulations prevented the High Point
native from playing until the 2006-07
season. His impact was felt almost immediately.

Rush, who led the men in scoring last
season, has always had a knack for finding the back ofthe rim from three-point
land. It served him especially well last
season as he ended up third in the nation
in three-pointers made per game.
"Most guys don't want to guard you
that far away from the basket because
they think you're going to go around
them and I work on it enough to know
that," said Rush. "So if a guy backs offand
he's too late, I'm going to burn him every
time. Once a guy starts respecting that, then
you can go around him."
When it comes to records, Rush seems
adamant on just busting through them. Last
season he broke A&T's single season threepointrecord of 99 with 115. He needs merely
95 three-pointers to break Carlton Becton's
school record for treys in an A&T career.
The pressure has not shown any signs of
seeping into the scholarly mind of the AllMEAC Academic team honoree. The Aggies'
three nationally televised ESPNU games last
year brought out the best in Rush as he averaged 29.3 points per outing.
"I know the guy who holds the three-point
record very well," said Rush. "It would be
nice, but my main focus this year is a championship. That's what we need here at A&T
- we need a championship team. It's good to
be good, but we need some champions."
Last season, the team needed to attack
one blaring problem height. Eaves and his

-

staff recruited four forwards (Ed Jones, Julian McClurkin, Kam Shepard and Thomas
Coleman) during the off-season; none are
shorter than 6 feet 7 inches.
Despite the addition of two freshman
and two transfers into the system, the senior
leadership should make for a smooth transition as seven seniors return this season. No
one is more understanding of the struggle
than Jason Wills.
"Even though we have seven seniors, me
and Trahern Chaplin are the only ones who
have been here for four years," said Wills.
"We were here for the six in the morning
practices when we were winning just five
games. Now with all of the additions we're
just that much better."
Wills, the team's leadingrebound man last
season and a Maryland native, has arguably
been the most versatile player in an Aggie
uniform since his arrival here in 2004-05. At
one point or another during his career here
he has led the team in scoring, rebounding,
field goal percentage, and minutes played.
His six career double-doubles attest to his
versatility on the floor.
"Jason is the best player on the team just
because he does everything well, whereas I

SEE MEN'S BASKETBALL ON PAGE 4

2007-08 AGGIES
BASKETBALL ROSTER
Steven Rush
Glenn Nelson
Austin Ewing
Trahern Chaplin
Tavarus Alston
Angelo Hernandez
Patrick Gregg
Kam Shepherd
Jason Wills
Ed Jones
Thomas Coleman
Julian McClurkin
Nicholas Wilson
Robert Johnson
Chad Webster
JamesPorter

HEAD COACH: Jerry Eaves
ASSISTANT COACHES: Alphonza Kee,
Bryant Paylor, Scott Bollwage, Harlan Frye
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this year betterthan justthat. Only five years
ago for the 2002-03 campaign, the team had
a one-win season. This season they werepre-

MEN'S BASKETBALL
From page 3
have a good amount of weaknesses," said
Rush. "Jason does a wide variety of things.
We click real well for people who have only
been playing togetherfor one season."
Clicking at home is something that the
Kings of Corbett would like to continue
going into this season. The team gradually
built a reputation at home winning their first
five and holding on to win seven out of nine
in Aggie Land. The atmosphere in Corbett
Sports Center was ranked at 14th on ESPN's
poll dealing with the best college basketball
environments.
"Ever since I got here I've just been impressed by the fans," said Wills. " When you
see Duke you see the Crazies, but when you
see Aggies doingit it's just different. It really
gets you hype."
And there is no other word to describe the
anticipation for basketball season at A&T

dicted to finish third in the MEAC.
The Aggies played a season of close
games last year. Withtheir planned run-andgun attack of this season, there main opponent could end up being themselves as the
wear and tear ofplaying at such a high level
every game could cause fatigue and injury.
And while the rebounding issue of last season was addressed with the tall additions,
the Aggies as a whole may need to bulk up
to play teams like Hampton, whose players
have big, tree bodies that stay rooted in the
paint

Basketball season is officially upon A&T.
The Aggie Pride that many say is lost seems
like it will be found in Corbett every game
this season.
"Everybody talks about bringing Aggie
Pride back," said Rush. "Well, I wouldn't
mind pioneering that run. Anything less than
a championship is unsuccessful."

LAST YEAR'STEAM LEADERS
SCORING

Steven Rush
Jason Wills
Austin Ewing

17.3 PPG
13.9PPG
10.8 PPG

ASSISTS
Walter Booth
JasonWills
Austin Ewing

REBOUNDING
JasonWills
Greg Roberts
Trahern Chaplin

7.1 PPG
4.4 PPG
3.7 PPG

STEALS
GregRoberts
Jason Wills
Austin Ewing
Walter Booth

1987-88

1995

LAST MEAC REGULAR

LAST MEAC TOURNEY

SEASON CHAMPIONSHIP

CHAMPIONSHIP

MEAC Conference
Predicted Order of Finish
I.Hampton (13) 415
2. Delaware State (13) 390
3. North Carolina A&T (3) 365
4. Morgan State (2) 359
5. Florida A&M (1)253
6. Bethune-Cookman 237
7. South Carolina State 212
8. Coppin State 204
9. Norfolk State 159
10. Howard 106
11. UMES 38
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

THIS IS OUR YEAR:
Title hopes very real
The Lady Aggies flirted with a MEAC title
lastyear, this year they need the ring
BY MALCOLM S. EUSTACHE
tricia Cage-Bibbs, as well assistant coaches
SPORTS EDITOR
Tarrell Robinson, Freddie Murray, and Erica
Ellis F. Corbett Sports Center Handy-Cousar recognized that one of those
can be eerily quiet when activity was ball handling. The talentedLady Aggies
ceases within its walls - the lack were all but forced last year to rely on Cook,
oflife rivaling that of only an office build- a freshman last season, to run the offense.
ing at night. On Nov. 16, the Lady Aggies Luckily, Cook excelled.
will look to breathe a fresh breath ofrevival
The first female Aggie to ever win the
into a building that rocked with energy last MEAC Rookie of the Year award, Cook
season
stepped into a role that would have made
The women of A&T's basketball team most freshmen crumble under the pressure.
went for a 16-11 record in their 2006-07
"I had to take the role of [Shareka] Mia
season, finishing third in the conference and Glover," said Cook. "Once I got over that
theirrace for the MEAC title.And at Corbett, fear, it was just a wrap."
they lost just 2 of 13 games. Tasting victory
Glover was Cook's predecessor and the
without having an opportunity to digest it Lady Aggies all-time assists leader. Cook's
resulted in the Aggies being predicted to fin- outstanding rookie season hints to breakish third in the conference. Something thatis ing that if she is able to keep up her stellar
just serving as additional fuel to a fire that is performance. As the first Aggie freshman to
raging inside the Lady Aggies' locker room. lead the MEAC in assists, Cookranked 78th
"When you're the underdog, you can nationally in assists dropping 131 dimes to
prove people wrong and that is just the greather teammates. She's chasing Glover's reest feeling in the world," said junior guard cord of 332.
Amber Bland. "This year we're ranked third
"The thing that got me my assists is my
but people still doubt our abilities, so we're teammates like Amber Bland, Brittany Tayunderdogs again. But people don't even lor-James, or Lamona Smalley," said Cook.
know what's coming for them. Honestly, "The record is not on my mind during the
I don't feel like anyone in the MEAC can game. Those ten assists should come naturalkeep up with us. I'm predicting us to go to ly. IfI'm doing what I need to do, I'm going
the NCAA tournament."
to get over 100 assists this season."
Whether people believe in these ladies
Most of those passes that resulted in
or not, two things seem very evident: they scores were thanks to Bland.
believe in themselves and winning the conBland, whose game is nothing ofthe sort,
ference championship is their sole focus. In transferred from Perm State two academic
order to wear any MEAC jewelry at the end years ago. The Ohio native was a star ballof the 2007-08 season, they will have to get player in her state, where she was named
past Delaware State, the defending champiplayer of the year twice.
ons, and Coppin University, both of whom
Bland's impact on A&T's success was the
are the pinnacle ofthe conference opposition stuff of legends. She
would go on to break
to A&T.
single-season points records, points per game
"I can't wait until the first game because records, field goals attempted, and minutes
I already know," said sophomore guard played. She ranked 20th in the nation
in
Ta'Wuana 'Tweet' Cook. "People don't bescoring averaging 19.6 points per game. Her
lieve us when we say we want that ring. But impact was not so sudden as she scored just
trust me, we're going to get that ring."
four points in her first two games.
On their journey to get that ring they will
"I took that year off so I had to adjust a
need to overcome some obstacles. Coach Pa- little bit and get that transition," said Bland.

The

"I'm never focused on just scoring. I'm
focused on passing, defense, and I just get
into a zone all around. I'm a team player.
There's nothing wrong withindividual things
but I want to do things together as a whole."
That whole she is speaking of consists of
four new freshman (Brittane Neely, Tarynn
Russ, Jalessa Sams and Tiffany White) and
two transfers (Tyronnica Alford and Nancy
Rambert).

"All of our freshman and transfers are
good," said Cook. "Jaleesa really stands out

in my opinion. She can score, rebound, and
defend very well."
They join an already solid core. Junior
transfer Taylor-James earned second-team
All-MEAC honors and possesses an aggressive game that allows her to draw plenty of
fouls which can be crucial down the stretch.
Lamona Smalley returns from a back injury that saw her leading the MEAC in rebounding before she was forced to cater to
the injury for the remainder of last season.
She could provide a spark for the ladies.
Overall they return five starters, meaning
that they should have an advantage in team
chemistry.
Though this is an athletic group whose
SEE LADY AGGIES ON PAGE 6

2007-08 LADY AGGIES
BASKETBALL ROSTER
Lonise Coulter
Nancy Rembert
Tyronnica "Wudi" Alford
Ta'Wuana"Tweet" Cook
Brittane Neely

ShantarWaddell
Taryn Russ
Brittanie Taylor-James
Amber Bland
Nyra Tabron
Ahmad Williams
Jalessa Sams
LaPorsha Lowry
Lamona Smalley

HEAD COACH: Patricia Cage-Bibbs
ASSISTANT COACHES: Tarrell Robinson,
Freddie Murray, Erica Handy-Cousar
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From page 5
potential is as far-reaching as an NCAA

birth, they could potentially be handicapped
in the playoffs by their lack of senior leadership. Youth and height could possibly come
back to bite them.
Their average margin ofvictory was literally 0.0 and they averaged 70.5 points per
game. Raw talent and stamina kept them in
the game withthe major teams in the MEAC,
but that inexperience would keep them from
closing out many games on the road.
Coach Bibbs, who is a stickler for defensive precision, must make sure that the
team remains solid on the defensive end as

well. They averaged 4.5 blocks per game,
1.8 blocks more on average than their opponents. The full-court press that they run
should prove to be effective this season due
to their increased athleticism.
The buzz is building on the campus of
A&T. The Lady Aggies look to keep the
heart of Corbett pumping this season with
another string of wins up to par with their
eight win run in the middle of last season.
"Everybody's on the same page this
year," said Bland. "I don't think anybody
in the MEAC is really going to stand in our
way at all. I already know we're going to the
NCAA tournament. I'm not going to stop until we do."
For this team it's not a matter of if, it's a
matter of win - period.

LAST YEAR/STEAM LEADERS
SCORING
AmberBland
Brittanie Taylor-James
"Tweet"Cook

14.1 PPG

ASSISTS
"Tweet" Cook
AmberBland
Ahmad Williams

131
91
47

BLOCKS

8.0 PPG
5.5 PPG
5.5 PPG

TOTAL POINTS
Amber Bland
"Tweef Cook
Brittanie Taylor-James

REBOUNDING
Lamona Smalley
AmberBland
Lonise Coulter
Brittanie Taylor-James

19.6 PPG
14.3 PPG

4.9 PPG

STEALS
Amber Bland
"Tweet" Cook
Ahmad Williams
Brittanie Taylor-James
Lonise Coulter
LaPorsha Lowry
Amber Bland

589
424
329

1qq/s
LAST MEAC REGULAR

SEASON CHAMPIONSHIP

LAST MEAC TOURNEY

CHAMPIONSHIP

MEAC Conference
Predicted Order of Finish
1. Coppin State (12) 442
2. Delaware State (9) 437
3. North Carolina A&T 356
4. Morgan State 298
5. Hampton 282
6. Florida A&M 236
Md.
7.
Eastern Shore 214
8. Howard (1) 183
9. South Carolina State 130
10. Norfolk State 54
11. Bethune-Cookman 52
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2007-08 MEN'S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE

2007-08 WOMEN'S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE

NOVEMBER
3
9-11

Blue & Gold Game
Pittsburgh Tournament
St. Louis
Pittsburgh
Houston Baptist
Anderson
Montreat
Depaul
Tennessee

Corbett Sports Center
Pittsburgh, PA
Pittsburgh, PA
Pittsburgh, PA
Pittsburgh, PA
Corbett Sports Center
GreensboroColiseum
Chicago, IL
Knoxville,TN

TBA
TBA
9:30 p.m
4 p.m.
3:30 p.m
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
1 p.m.
7 p.m.

Exhibition Game
Stetson
9
Liberty
16
Elon
19
23-24 UNCG Tournament
UNC-Asheville
23
UNCG or Boston
24
South Carolina Upstate
27
5

Missouri

Akron
Miami
Washington State

Norfolk, VA
Corbett Sports Center
Columbia, MO
Akron, OH
Miami, FL
Pullman, WA

6 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m. CST
7 p.m.
1 p.m.
7 p.m. PST

Norfolk State*
Virginia Tech
16

North Carolina State

19

Campbell
Texas A&M

30

Baylor

JANU ARY
Morgan State*
Coppin State*
UMES*
Delaware State*

Winston-Salem State
South Carolina State*

Corbett Sports Center
Corbett Sports Center
Princess Anne, MD
Dover, DE
Corbett Sports Center
Corbett Sports Center

4 p.m.
8 p.m.
4 p.m.

Morgan State*
Coppin State*
UMES*
Delaware State*

7:30 p.m

Winston-Salem State

4 p.m.
8 p.m.

South Carolina State

FEBRUARY

18
23
25

Howard*
Hampton*
Florida A&M*
Bethune-Cookman*
UMES*
Delaware State*
Winston-Salem State
South Carolina State*

Howard*
Corbett Sports Center 4 p.m.
Corbett Sports Center 8 p.m.
Tallahassee, FL
4 p.m.
7:30
Daytona Beach, FL
p.m.
Corbett Sports Center 4 p.m.
Corbett Sports Center 8 p.m.
Winston-Salem, NC
6 p.m.
Orangeburg, SC
7:30 p.m

MARCH
Howard*
Hampton*
Norfolk State*
10-15 MEAC Tournament

1
3
6

Washington, DC
Hampton, VA
Corbett Sports Center
Raleigh, NC

u

4 p.m.
8 p.m.
8 p.m.
TBA

7 p.m.

6 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
TBA
3 p.m

TBA
7 p.m.

DECEMBER

DECEMBER
Norfolk State*
Southern Virginia

Corbett Sports Center
Deland, FL
Corbett Sports Center
Elon, NC
Greensboro, NC
Greensboro, NC
Greensboro, NC
Corbett Sports Center

Hampton*
Florida A&M*
Bethune-Cookman*
UMES*

18
23
25

Delaware State*
Winston-Salem State
South Carolina State*

Norfolk, VA

Blacksburg,VA
Raleigh, NC
Corbett Sports Center
College Station,TX

Waco,TX
Corbett Sports Center
Corbett Sports Center
Princess Anne, MD
Dover, DE
Corbett Sports Center
Corbett Sports Center

Corbett Sports Center
Corbett Sports Center
Tallahassee, FL
Daytona Beach, FL
Corbett Sports Center
Corbett Sports Center
Winston-Salem, NC
Orangeburg, SC

4 p.m.
7 p.m.

2 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.

7 p.m.
2 p.m.

6 p.m.
2 p.m.
5:30 p.i
2 p.m.
6 p.m.

2 p.m.

6 p.m.
2 p.m.
5:30 p.
2 p.m.
6 p.m.
5:30 p.
5:30 p.

MARCH
Howard*
Hampton*
6
Norfolk State*
10-15 MEAC Tournament
BOLD GAMES ARE HOME

2 p.m.
Washington, DC
6 p.m.
Hampton, VA
Corbett Sports Center 6 p.m.
TBA
Raleigh, NC
* Denotes MEAC conference game
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